
ECO 463

SequentialGames

Provide brief explanations as well as your answers.

1. Two period prisoner’s dilemma. Two people simultaneously select either Q or F , observe
one another’s choices and then simultaneously choose Q or F again. There payoffs are the
sum of the relevant payoffs from
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Model this game as an extensive game with perfect information and simultaneous moves
and find its subgame perfect equilibria.

2. Dividing a cake fairly. Two players use the following procedure to divide a cake. Player 1
divides the cake into two pieces and then player 2 chooses one of the pieces. Player 1 then
gets the remaining piece. The cake is continuously divisible and each player likes all parts
of it.
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(a) Suppose the cake is perfectly homogeneous, so that each player cares only about the
size of the piece of cake she obtains. How is the cake divided in a subgame perfect
equilibrium?

(b) Suppose the cake is not homogeneous and that though both players like all parts of
the cake, their relative preference for the different parts make differ, e.g., one might
prefer (an equal weight of) icing to (an equal weight of) cake and the other might
prefer (an equal weight of) cake to (an equal weight of) icing. Let (P1, P2) denote the
division chosen by player 1 in a subgame perfect equilibrium. Show that player 2 must
be indifferent between the pieces and that player 1 must like P1 at least as well as P2.

3. Army 1, of Country 1, must decide whether to attack Army 2, of Country 2, which is
occumpying an island between the two countries. In the event of an attack, Army 2 may
fight or retreat over a bridge to its mainland. Each army prefers to occupy the island than
not to occupy it; a fight is the worst outcome for both armies.

Model this situation as an extensive game with perfect information and show that Army 2
can increase its subgame perfect equilibrium payoff (and reduce Army 1’s payoff) by burn-
ing the bridge to its mainland (assuming this act entails no cost) and thereby eliminating
its option to retreat if attacked.

(a) Identify the subgame perfect equilibria in the game illustrated below.
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Army 1

Army 2

Attack

1,2

Withdraw

2,1

Retreat

0,0

Fight

(b) Now suppose Army 2 has the first move and can decide whether or not to burn the
bridge. Identify the subgame perfect equilibria in the modified game illustrated below.

Army 2

Army 1

Burn Bridge

Army 1

Keep Bridge

Army 2
Attack

1,2

Withdraw

Army 2

Attack

1,2

Withdraw

0,0

Fight

2,1

Retreat

0,0

Fight
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4. Removing stones. Two people take turns removing stones from a pile of n stones. Each
person may, on each of her turns, remove either one or two stones. The person who takes
the last stone is the winner; she gets $1 from her opponent. Find the subgame perfect
equilibria of the games that model this situation for n = 1 and n = 2. Find the winner
in each subgame perfect equilibrium for n = 3, using the fact that the subgame following
player 1’s removal of one stone is the game for n = 2 in which player 2 is the first-mover,
and the subgame following player 1’s removal of two stones is the game for n = 1 in which
player 2 is the first-mover. Use the same technique to find the winner in each subgame
perfect equilibrium when n = 4 and, if you can, for an arbitrary value of n.

5. A market game. A seller owns one indivisible unit of a good which she does not value.
Several potential buyers, each of whom value the good at v simultaneously name prices
they would be willing to pay. After receiving the offers, the seller decides which, if any,
to accept. If the seller does not accept any offer, then no transaction takes place and all
payoffs are equal to 0. Otherwise, the buyer whose offer of p is accepted gets a payoff of
v − p, the seller gets a payoff of p and all others get a payoff of 0. Model this game as an
extensive game with perfect information and simultaneous moves and find its subgame
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perfect equilibria.

6. A developer can earn 300 dollars by acquiring two lots from their owners each of whom
places a valuation of 100 dollars upon retaining ownership. The transaction cost associ-
ated with transferring title to a lot is 5 dollars and either lot could be resold for at most
100 dollars. Thus paying 100 dollars for a lot and then reselling would net the developer
-10 dollars.

The developer must approach the two landowners sequentially. The first landowner will
then name a price for her lot, p, which the developer can either accept or reject. If the
developer rejects, then the game ends with payoffs (0,0,0) for the first landowner, the
developer and the second land owner, respectively. If the developer accepts, then the
second landowner names a price for her lot, q, which the developer either accepts or
rejects. The payoffs to reject are (p − 100,100 − p − 10,0) and the payoffs to accept are
(p− 100,300−p− q− 10, q− 100). The extensive form for this game is illustrated below
where v = 100, c = 5 and d = 300.
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Suppose that the developer will always accept an offer if he weakly prefers the accept
outcome to the reject outcome.

(a) In any subgame-perfect equilibrium of this game, what is the largest value of q that
the developer would be willing to accept?

(a)

(b) In any subgame-perfect equilibrium of this game, what is the largest value for p that
the developer would be willing to accept?

(b)

(c) How many subgame-perfect equilibria are there in which the developer acquires either
lot?

Choose one of the following.
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None

One

Two

More than two

Insufficient information

7. Two risk-neutral parties are considering entering into a sales contract. The buyer antic-
ipates that by making a reliance expenditure of b, the value of the good to be acquired
will be equal to g(b)y where y is uniformly distributed on [0,1] and where g(0) = 1,
g′(b) > 0, g′′(b) < 0 and limb→∞ g(b) < ∞. Similarly, the seller anticipates that by
making a reliance expenditure of s the cost of producing the good will be equal to f(s)x
where x is uniformly distributed on [0,1] and where f(0) = 1, f ′(s) < 0, f ′′(s) > 0 and
lims→∞ f(s) > 0. There are two stages of play:

Stage 1: Players choose reliance expenditures. A contract specifying a price, p, that the
buyer is to pay to the seller upon delivery of the good is signed and then (non-refundable)
reliance expenditures s and b are simultaneously and independently made by the seller
and buyer, respectively. Along with p, the chosen values of b, s become common knowl-
edge and are verifiable. For simplicity suppose that bargaining (re-negotiation) after this
stage is prohibitively expensive.

Stage 2: Players choose whether to perform or to breach. Chance reveals the values of
the random variables x and y and these become common knowledge. The buyer and seller
then simultaneously and independently choose whether to breach or perform. If both
parties choose perform, then the seller incurs a cost equal to f(s)x and receives p from
the buyer in exchange for a good worth g(b)y to the buyer. If either party chooses breach
then the seller does not incur the cost f(s)x, does not receive p from the buyer and does
not give the buyer the good. Further, a breaching buyer must pay damages equal to dB to
a performing seller and a breaching seller must pay damages equal to dS to a performing
buyer.Beginning with the last stage in which b and s have already been selected, note that
efficient performance requires that both parties perform when g(b)y > f(s)x and that at
least one party breach when g(b)y < f(s)x. Efficiency thus requires performance in the
shaded area illustrated below.
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With efficient performance, the expected value of the joint payoff would be

πJ(b, s) = −b − s +
∫ 1

x=0

∫ 1

y= f(s)g(b)x
[g(b)y − f(s)x]dy dx

Efficient reliance would then require that b and s be selected to maximize πJ :

(b∗, s∗) ≡ arg max
b,s
πJ(b, s)

The extent to which efficiency is attained depends, of course, on dB and dS . If the seller
performs, then the buyer gets g(b)y − p − b by performing and −dB − b by breaching.
Subgame-perfection then requires that the buyer perform if y > ȳ and breach if y < ȳ
where ȳ ≡ (p−dB)/g(b). Similarly, if the buyer performs, then the seller gets p−f(s)x−s
by performing and −dS − s by breaching and subgame-perfection then requires that the
seller perform if x < x̄ and breach if x > x̄ where x̄ ≡ (p + dS)/f (s).
Possibilities for damages include:

Reliance damages. Breaching party pays performing party an amount equal to the per-
forming party’s reliance expenditure:

dB ≡ s dS ≡ b

Expectation damages. Breaching party pays performing party an amount sufficient to give
the performing party the same payoff that would have occurred under performance:

dB ≡ p − f(s)x dS ≡ g(b)y − p

Liquidated damages. Breaching party pays performing party an amount specified in the
contract, e.g.:

dB ≡ p − f(min{s, s̄})x dS ≡ g(min{b, b̄})y − p
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(a) Suppose reliance damages are in effect. For each of the following, enter the label of
the area in the graph below which corresponds to the correct answer.

i. In the event labeled A
Choose one of the following.

The buyer efficiently breaches

The buyer breaches but should perform

Both buyer and seller efficiently perform

Both buyer and seller perform but at least one should breach

Both buyer and seller efficiently breach

The seller efficiently breaches

The seller breaches but should perform

ii. In the event labeled B
Choose one of the following.

The buyer efficiently breaches

The buyer breaches but should perform

Both buyer and seller efficiently perform

Both buyer and seller perform but at least one should breach

Both buyer and seller efficiently breach
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The seller efficiently breaches

The seller breaches but should perform

iii. In the event labeled C
Choose one of the following.

The buyer efficiently breaches

The buyer breaches but should perform

Both buyer and seller efficiently perform

Both buyer and seller perform but at least one should breach

Both buyer and seller efficiently breach

The seller efficiently breaches

The seller breaches but should perform

iv. In the event labeled D
Choose one of the following.

The buyer efficiently breaches

The buyer breaches but should perform

Both buyer and seller efficiently perform

Both buyer and seller perform but at least one should breach

Both buyer and seller efficiently breach

The seller efficiently breaches

The seller breaches but should perform

v. In the event labeled E
Choose one of the following.

The buyer efficiently breaches

The buyer breaches but should perform

Both buyer and seller efficiently perform

Both buyer and seller perform but at least one should breach

Both buyer and seller efficiently breach
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The seller efficiently breaches

The seller breaches but should perform

vi. In the event labeled F
Choose one of the following.

The buyer efficiently breaches

The buyer breaches but should perform

Both buyer and seller efficiently perform

Both buyer and seller perform but at least one should breach

Both buyer and seller efficiently breach

The seller efficiently breaches

The seller breaches but should perform

vii. In the event labeled G
Choose one of the following.

The buyer efficiently breaches

The buyer breaches but should perform

Both buyer and seller efficiently perform

Both buyer and seller perform but at least one should breach

Both buyer and seller efficiently breach

The seller efficiently breaches

The seller breaches but should perform

(b) Suppose expectation damages are in effect. For each of the following, enter the label
of the area in the graph below which corresponds to the correct answer.
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i. In the event labeled A
Choose one of the following.

The buyer efficiently breaches

The buyer performs but would rather not

Both buyer and seller happily perform

Both buyer and seller efficiently breach

The seller efficiently breaches

The seller performs but would rather not

ii. In the event labeled B
Choose one of the following.

The buyer efficiently breaches

The buyer performs but would rather not

Both buyer and seller happily perform

Both buyer and seller efficiently breach

The seller efficiently breaches

The seller performs but would rather not

iii. In the event labeled C
Choose one of the following.
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The buyer efficiently breaches

The buyer performs but would rather not

Both buyer and seller happily perform

Both buyer and seller efficiently breach

The seller efficiently breaches

The seller performs but would rather not

iv. In the event labeled D
Choose one of the following.

The buyer efficiently breaches

The buyer performs but would rather not

Both buyer and seller happily perform

Both buyer and seller efficiently breach

The seller efficiently breaches

The seller performs but would rather not

v. In the event labeled E
Choose one of the following.

The buyer efficiently breaches

The buyer performs but would rather not

Both buyer and seller happily perform

Both buyer and seller efficiently breach

The seller efficiently breaches

The seller performs but would rather not

vi. In the event labeled F
Choose one of the following.

The buyer efficiently breaches

The buyer performs but would rather not

Both buyer and seller happily perform
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Both buyer and seller efficiently breach

The seller efficiently breaches

The seller performs but would rather not

(c) Which of the following are correct when expectation damages are in effect?

Choose one or more of the following.

buyer always performs when it is efficient and breaches when it is efficient

seller always performs when it is efficient and breaches when it is efficient

buyer sometimes performs when it would be efficient to breach

seller sometimes performs when it would be efficient to breach

buyer sometimes breaches when it would be efficient to perform

seller sometimes breaches when it would be efficient to perform

buyer reliance is always efficient

seller reliance is always efficient

seller over relies, i.e. chooses a value of s which is greater than what would be

jointly optimal

buyer over relies, i.e. chooses a value of b which is greater than what would be

jointly optimal

seller under relies, i.e. chooses a value of s which is less than what would be

jointly optimal

buyer under relies, i.e. chooses a value of b which is less than what would be

jointly optimal

(d) Which of the following would be correct under liquidated damages if b̄ = b∗ and
s̄ = s∗?

Choose one or more of the following.

buyer always performs when it is efficient and breaches when it is efficient

seller always performs when it is efficient and breaches when it is efficient

buyer sometimes performs when it would be efficient to breach

seller sometimes performs when it would be efficient to breach
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buyer sometimes breaches when it would be efficient to perform

seller sometimes breaches when it would be efficient to perform

buyer reliance is always efficient

seller reliance is always efficient

seller over relies, i.e. chooses a value of s which is greater than what would be

jointly optimal

buyer over relies, i.e. chooses a value of b which is greater than what would be

jointly optimal

seller under relies, i.e. chooses a value of s which is less than what would be

jointly optimal

buyer under relies, i.e. chooses a value of b which is less than what would be

jointly optimal

8. In a well known story, King Solomon had to decide which of two women, both of whom
claimed to be the mother of a given child, was the child’s actual mother. In modeling
this situation, suppose that the payoff of getting custody of the child is r for the actual
mother and s for the other woman where r > s > 0. Nature moves first by deciding which
of the two women, Anna or Beth, is the actual mother and the payoffs to the women then
reflect this move. Nature’s move is known by both women but not by Solomon who only
knows that the child is worth r to the real mother, whoever she may be, and s to the other
woman.

Now suppose, in a bit of revisionist history, that Solomon forsakes his sword in favor of
the following mechanism. Anna moves first and can state either that Beth is the mother or
that Anna is the mother. In the former case the game ends and the child is given to Beth.
In the latter case, Beth gets to move and can either agree (that Anna is the actual mother)
or disagree and pay b to Solomon. In the former case, the game ends and the child is given
to Anna. In the latter case, Anna can either fold and pay f to Solomon or call by paying
f + b to Solomon. In the former case, the game ends and the child is given to Beth. In the
latter case, the game ends and the child is given to Anna. The extensive form of this game
is given below in Figure 1. Note that Anna’s payoff is listed first in each pair followed by
Beth’s.
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Anna

Beth

I'm the
mother

(0, s)

Beth is the
mother

Anna

Disagree and
pay b

(r, 0)

Agree

(r-b-f, -b)

Call and
pay b+f

(-f, s-b)

Fold and
pay f

Anna

Beth

I'm the
mother

(0, r)

Beth is the
mother

Anna

Disagree and
pay b

(s, 0)

Agree

(s-b-f, -b)

Call and
pay b+f

(-f, r-b)

Fold and
pay f

Solomon would like to choose the parameters b and f so that, in the subgame-perfect
equilibrium play of the game, (i) the actual mother always gets the child and (ii) the actual
payments made to Solomon by the two women are as small as possible.

Solomon’s choices should satisfy r > b > s and f > 0. If the parameters satisfy the above
constraints, then Solomon will collect payments from both women in the equilibrium play
of the game which total zero no matter who is the actual mother and the actual mother
will always get the child.

9. Consider a game with two players. The original, rightful owner of an automobile, O, and
a potential, bona fide purchaser P . The players do not know one another and may never
meet. An intermediary will facilitate the transaction using a method chosen by nature.
With probabilities pt , pf and pl = 1−pt−pf , respectively, the method will be theft, fraud
or legitimate. The method to be used is not known to either player.

Either player can choose to protect against neither theft nor fraud, N , against theft, T ,
against fraud, F , or against both, B. The cost of choosing N would be zero for both
players. The cost of choosing T would be TO and TP , respectively for the owner and
purchaser where 0 < TP < TO , i.e., it would be cheaper for the purchaser than the owner to
protect against theft, e.g., by getting a vehicle history report. The cost of choosing F would
be FO and FP , respectively, for the owner and purchaser where 0 < FO < FP , i.e., it would be
cheaper for the owner than the purchaser to protect against fraud, e.g., by not giving title
until the check clears. The cost of choosing B would be TO + FO and TP + FP , respectively,
for the owner and the purchaser. Protection by either party is sufficient so that theft would
be precluded if either player chose either T or B. Similarly, fraud would be precluded if
either player chose either F or B. Note that the combined cost of protecting against both
theft and fraud would be lowest for the strategy pair (F, T). Let VO > 0 denote the value
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of the automobile to O and VP > VO the value to P and let

R = VP + VO
2

denote the price that would split the potential gains from trade. Suppose that R is the
price paid by P and the price received by O when the method is legitimate. In this case
we suppose that P would have the superior title, i.e., get the automobile, for any choice of
strategies by O and P . If the intermediary’s method is theft and at least one of the players
has chosen either T or B, then we suppose that O would retain title and that R would not
be paid. Similarly, if the intermediary’s method is fraud and at least one of the players
has chosen either F or B, then we suppose that O would retain title and, again, that R
would not be paid. On the other hand, when either theft or fraud occurs and neither party
has chosen the relevant protection strategy, then P would pay R to the intermediary and
would gain physical possession of the automobile but O, alas, would receive no payment
from the intermediary (who disappeared with the money without a leaving a trace). The
law might specify one of the following rules for determining who has superior title to the
automobile:

Rule 1. P ’s title is always superior to O’s.

Rule 2. O’s title is always superior to P ’s.

Rule 3. For theft, O’s title is superior to P ’s. For fraud, P ’s title is superior to O’s.

Rule 4. For theft, P ’s title is superior to O’s. For fraud, O’s title is superior to P ’s.

(a) Which of the following are correct under Rule 1?

Choose one or more of the following.

N is a dominant strategy for P

N is a dominant strategy for O

T strictly dominates B for P

T strictly dominates B for O

F strictly dominates B for P

F strictly dominates B for O

Either N or T strictly dominates F for P

Either N or T strictly dominates F for O

Either N or F strictly dominates T for P

Either N or F strictly dominates T for O
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(b) Which of the following are correct under Rule 2?

Choose one or more of the following.

N is a dominant strategy for P

N is a dominant strategy for O

T strictly dominates B for P

T strictly dominates B for O

F strictly dominates B for P

F strictly dominates B for O

Either N or T strictly dominates F for P

Either N or T strictly dominates F for O

Either N or F strictly dominates T for P

Either N or F strictly dominates T for O

(c) Which of the following are correct under Rule 3?

Choose one or more of the following.

N is a dominant strategy for P

N is a dominant strategy for O

T strictly dominates B for P

T strictly dominates B for O

F strictly dominates B for P
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F strictly dominates B for O

Either N or T strictly dominates F for P

Either N or T strictly dominates F for O

Either N or F strictly dominates T for P

Either N or F strictly dominates T for O

(d) Which of the following are correct under Rule 4?

Choose one or more of the following.

N is a dominant strategy for P

N is a dominant strategy for O

T strictly dominates B for P

T strictly dominates B for O

F strictly dominates B for P

F strictly dominates B for O

Either N or T strictly dominates F for P

Either N or T strictly dominates F for O

Either N or F strictly dominates T for P

Either N or F strictly dominates T for O

(e) Suppose that it is Kaldor-Hicks efficient to protect against either theft, or fraud or
both. Which of the following are correct?

Choose one or more of the following.
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Rule 1 may or may not produce an efficient outcome

Rule 1 will always produce an efficient outcome

Rule 1 will never produce an efficient outcome

Rule 2 may or may not produce an efficient outcome

Rule 2 will always produce an efficient outcome

Rule 2 will never produce an efficient outcome

Rule 3 may or may not produce an efficient outcome

Rule 3 will always produce an efficient outcome

Rule 3 will never produce an efficient outcome

Rule 4 may or may not produce an efficient outcome

Rule 4 will always produce an efficient outcome

Rule 4 will never produce an efficient outcome

10. A group of pirates hit upon the following scheme to divide their plunder of 100 ounces
(continuously divisable) gold. The pirates have been ordered by age and will move sequen-
tially with Pirate One (the oldest) moving first and then Pirate Two and so forth. At his
turn, a pirate can propose a division of the gold among himself and the remaining, higher-
numbered pirates. In such a proposal, the amount to be allocated to each pirate must be
a non-negative, number and the sum of all the amounts allocated must, of course, equal
100. The remaining, higher-numbered pirates then simultaneously vote on the proposal
with ties broken in favor of approval. E.g., a proposal made by the highest numbered pi-
rate would automatically be approved since, with no higher-numbered pirates to vote, the
zero-zero tie would entail approval. If approved, a proposal would immediately be imple-
mented and the game would end. Otherwise, the proposer would be eliminated from the
game without receiving any gold and the opportunity to propose would pass to the next
pirate.

For each of the following cases, give the proposal(s) that would be made by the initial
proposer in any subgame-perfect equilibrium and indicate whether or not the proposal is
accepted.
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(a) There are two pirates.

(b) There are three pirates.

(c) There are four pirates.

11. There are two primary doctrines for allocating water rights in the US.

Riparian. (Eastern US) Under the Riparian principle, all landowners whose property is ad-
jacent to a body of water have the right to make reasonable use of it. If there is not enough
water to satisfy all users, allotments are generally fixed in proportion to frontage on the
water source. These rights cannot be sold or transferred other than with the adjoining
land, and water cannot be transferred out of the watershed.

Prior Appropriation. (Western US) Each water right has a yearly quantity and an appropri-
ation date. Each year, the user with the earliest appropriation date (known as the “senior
appropriator”) may use up to their full allocation (provided the water source can supply
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it). Then the user with the next earliest appropriation date may use their full allocation
and so on. In times of drought, users with junior appropriation dates might not receive
their full allocation or even any water at all.

Suppose that there are 3 potential water users and that the probability of the event that
the total amount of water available for sharing among the 3 users is less than or equal to
x is zero if x < 0, x/3 if 0 ≤ x ≤ 3 and one if x > 3 i.e., uniformly distributed on [0,3].

(a) Suppose that each user has the utility function u(w) = 0 if w < 1 and u(w) = 1 if
w ≥ 1 where w is the user’s consumption of water.

i. The expected utility of each water user using the Riparian scheme would be

i.
.

ii. Suppose that under Prior Appropriation each of the 3 users is given a quantity
of one and a randomly selected appropriation date so that each of the possible
rankings of users is equally likely. The probability that the nth ranked user gets
one unit of water and thus gets a utility of one, as a function of n, is

ii.
The expected utility of each user under the prior appropriation scheme would
then be

ii.

(b) The utility function specified above is neither continuous nor concave. Over the rel-
evant range of consumptions, from zero to one, it is actually convex. Suppose, more
generally, that the utility function satisfies u(0) = 0 and u(w) = 1 for w ≥ 1, as
before, but now u(w) is strictly increasing and continuous for 0 ≤ w ≤ 1.

Suppose in the following that the choice is between Riparian and an equal chance at
having any of the priorities between 1 and 3 under Prior Appropriation.What is the
expected value of the water that would be consumed by an individual under Riparian?

(b)

What is the expected value of the water that would be consumed under Prior Appro-
priation?

(b)
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Which of the following are correct?

Choose one or more of the following.

Riparian 1st order stochastically dominates Prior Appropriation

Riparian 2nd order stochastically dominates Prior Appropriation

Riparian is 1st order stochastically dominated by Prior Appropriation

Riparian is 2nd order stochastically dominated by Prior Appropriation

Neither distribution 1st order stochastically dominates the other

Neither distribution 2nd order stochastically dominates the other

There is insufficient information to determine 1st order stochastic domination

There is insufficient information to determine 2nd order stochastic domination

i. Suppose that u(w) is strictly convex over the interval [0,1]. Which scheme would
users prefer?
Choose one of the following.

Riparian

Prior Appropriation

either Riparian or Prior Appropriation

Insufficient information

ii. Suppose that u(w) = w for 0 ≤ w ≤ 1. Which scheme would users prefer?
Choose one of the following.

Riparian

Prior Appropriation

either Riparian or Prior Appropriation

Insufficient information

iii. Suppose that u(w) is strictly concave over the interval [0,1]. Which scheme
would users prefer?
Choose one of the following.

Riparian

prior appropriation

either Riparian or Prior Appropriation
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Insufficient information
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